Professor Ian Bissett
Auckland

Ian Bissett is Professor and Head of Surgery at the University of Auckland and Consultant Colorectal Surgeon at Auckland City Hospital. He graduated in 1979 from the University of Auckland and completed his FRACS in 1987 and then worked as a general surgeon in Pokhara, Nepal until 1997. He then undertook his MD research in the anatomy and radiology of rectal cancer. In 2001 he spent a year in the Colorectal Unit in Concord Hospital in Sydney then returned to his present position. He served as President of the Colorectal Surgical Society of Australia and NZ from 2011-2013 and is the chair of the National Bowel Cancer Working Group and the adult clinical director of the National Intestinal Failure Service in New Zealand. His particular interests include rectal cancer, the assessment and management of defaecatory disorders, gut motility and Global Surgery. He has over 100 publications in peer reviewed journals and 5 book chapters published. He continues to visit Nepal on a yearly basis to perform outreach surgical clinics and teach. He is married to Johanna and has 3 children and 2 grandchildren.

Professor Susan Galandiuk
Louisville, USA

Dr Susan Galandiuk is Professor of Surgery at the University of Louisville School of Medicine in Kentucky, USA; she is also Director of the Price Institute of Surgical Research and of the Section of Colorectal Surgery there. Dr Galandiuk is a native of New York State and attended medical school in Wuerzburg, Germany. Her general surgical training was at the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio and Colorectal Fellowship at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota. She is a member of the American Surgical Association, the Society of University Surgeons, and the Southern Surgical Association. Dr Galandiuk has served as Honorary Professor of Translational Surgical Research at Queen Mary University. She is an Honorary Fellow of the German Surgical Society and a past president of the Society of Pelvic Surgeons. Dr Galandiuk is the author of numerous peer-reviewed research and clinical publications, book chapters, and books; and currently serves on the Editorial Boards of Annals of Surgery, Surgery, The American Journal of Surgery and Surgical Infections. She is Editor-in-Chief of the American Society of Colon andRectal Surgeons' professional journal, Diseases of the Colon & Rectum. Dr Galandiuk's primary clinical interests are in inflammatory bowel disease and advanced and recurrent rectal cancer. Her basic research focuses upon the development of biomarkers for the early diagnosis of colorectal cancer.

Mr Paul Rooney
Liverpool, UK

Paul S. Rooney is a consultant colorectal surgeon working at Royal Liverpool University Hospital, a major teaching and research hospital located in England. Mr Rooney has 30 years in practice and a vast expertise in Rectal cancer treatment, Inflammatory Bowel Disease, Ileoanal Pouch Surgery. He leads on surgical treatment for intestinal failure and advanced pelvic cancer. He graduated from The University of Sheffield 1984 and obtained a higher degree (DM) 1993 from Nottingham in the field of cancer prevention. He completed fellowships at Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto 1994 and was lecturer in surgery at Nottingham University 1994-96. Mr. Rooney served as Colorectal Lead Chair of Cheshire & Merseyside Strategic Clinical Networks in Cheshire. He maintains a professional society membership with The Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and Ireland and is chair of the clinical Governance Board of that organisation.

MONDAY 6 MAY

5:00pm - 6:30pm
CONVOCATION CEREMONY AND SYME ORATION (TICKETED EVENT)
World Ballroom A/B/C

6:30pm - 7:30pm
WELCOME RECEPTION (TICKETED EVENT)
Pre-function Area (L22)
TUESDAY 7 MAY

7:00am - 8:20am  MASTERCLASS (MC01): HAEMORRHOIDS (TICKETED EVENT)
Lotus Suite 3
Lotus Suite 4
Moderator: Julian Hayes (Auckland)

The masterclass will be presented by Julian Hayes (Auckland), Siraj Rajaratnam (Auckland), Sze-Lin Peng (Auckland) and Elizabeth Dennett (Wellington)

8:30am - 10:00am  OPENING PLENARY SESSION
GENERALISM  
World Ballroom A/B/C

10:00am - 10:30am  MORNING TEA - TUESDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

10:30am - 12noon  RECTAL CANCER - ONGOING DEBATES
Chair: Jane Strang (Nelson) and Ryash Vather (Palmerston North)

10:30am  How low can we go?
Tim Eglinton (Christchurch)

10:45am  Long vs Short course
Liz Murphy (Adelaide)

11:00am  Watch and wait
Paul Rooney (Liverpool, UK)

11:15am  Open, lap, or TATME?
CR001
Shahed Yassaie (Auckland)

11:30am  Discussion

12noon - 12:30pm  KEYNOTE LECTURE
(Combined with: General Surgery, HPB Surgery)
World Ballroom C
Chair: Jodie Ellis-Clark (Sydney)

Treatment of Hepatic CRC metastases past, present and future
Mr John Chen (Adelaide)

12:30pm - 1:30pm  LUNCH - TUESDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

12:30pm - 1:30pm  CSSANZ FOUNDATION BOARD MEETING
M1

1:30pm - 2:00pm  KEYNOTE LECTURE
World Ballroom C
Anal pre-cancer: Screening, testing, treatment, and what the surgeon should do

Professor Richard Turner (Hobart)

2:00pm - 3:30pm

CRC - NEW FRONTIERS
World Ballroom C
Chairs: Glen Guerra (Melbourne) and Susan Shedda (Melbourne)

2:00pm
CRC and the microbiome
Frank Frizelle (Christchurch)

2:15pm
Systemic Inflammation and Prognostic Biomarkers in Early Colorectal Cancer
Ashok Gunawardene (Newtown)

2:30pm
Outcome in those over 80
Marc Gladman (Adelaide)

2:45pm
Organoids - Human pre-clinical model for colorectal cancer
Joseph Kong (Mulgrave)

3:00pm
Discussion

3:30pm - 4:00pm

AFTERNOON TEA - TUESDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

4:00pm - 5:30pm

THE MARK KILLINGBACK RESEARCH PAPER PRIZE SESSION
World Ballroom C
Chairs: Kenneth Buxey (Melbourne) and Liz Murphy (Adelaide)

4:00pm
A Combined IL8 and CEA Score is an Effective Marker of Metastatic Colorectal Cancer
Ashok Gunawardene (Newtown)

4:10pm
Microsatellite instability status and circulating tumour cells in colorectal cancer - is there an association?
James Toh (Sydney)

4:20pm
Functional outcome in a randomised trial of early closure of temporary ileostomy after rectal resection for cancer (EASY trial)
Celia Keane (Whangarei)

4:30pm
Establishing and characterising a panel of human anal SCC cell lines
Glen Guerra (Melbourne)

4:40pm
Predictors of unplanned readmission after curative colorectal cancer surgery: a derivation and validation study.
Joel D’souza (Christchurch)

4:50pm
Compound topical Gabapentin, Amitriptyline, and Lignocaine ointment versus placebo for post-haemorrhoidectomy analgesia - a prospective double-blinded randomised controlled trial
Thomas Suhardja (Dandenong)

5:00pm
A novel chyme recycling device for gastrointestinal fistulas and stomas: design and feasibility study
Celia Keane (Whangarei)

5:10pm
Marker of oxidative stress as a novel predictor of response to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy for rectal cancer
Jesse Fischer (Christchurch)
MASTERCLASS (MC04): FISTULA IN ANO (TICKETED EVENT)
Lotus Suite 4
Moderators: Ian Bissett (Auckland) and Arun Rojanasakul (Wattana)

IBD - CAN WE SETTLE THE ARGUMENT
World Ballroom C
Chairs: Corina Behrenbruch (Melbourne) and Paul Rooney (Liverpool, UK)

Biologics and surgery
Susan Galianuik (Louisville, USA)

How old is too old for a pouch?
Susan Shedda (Melbourne)

IBD and fertility
Nagham Al-Mozany (Auckland)

Rectal stump management after subtotal colectomy for severe colitis: In or out?
Sergei Bedrikovetski (Adelaide)

Innate lymphoid cells in Inflammatory Bowel Disease - are they the answer?
Dinushi Perera (Sydney)

Discussion

MORNING TEA - WEDNESDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

PLENARY SESSION
GLOBAL HEALTH
World Ballroom B

KEYNOTE LECTURE
World Ballroom C
Chair: Ali Shekouh (Wellington)

Pouch: Dead or alive?
Mr Paul Rooney (Liverpool, UK)

LUNCH - WEDNESDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

KEYNOTE LECTURE
World Ballroom C
Chair: Ian Bissett (Auckland)
Genetics and CRC

Mr John Keating (Wellington)

2:00pm - 3:30pm

THE DIFFICULT ABDOMEN
World Ballroom C
Chairs: Chris Liyanage (Blenheim) and Damian Petersen (Brisbane)

2:00pm  Obesity
Carina Chow (Brisbane)

2:15pm  Floating stoma and reconstruction
Paul Rooney (Liverpool, UK)

2:30pm  Enterocutaneous fistula in a hostile environment
Julian Hayes (Auckland)

2:45pm  The high output stoma
Ian Bissett (Auckland)

3:00pm  Discussion

3:30pm - 4:00pm

AFTERNOON TEA - WEDNESDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

4:00pm - 5:30pm

TRANSITIONING THE PAEDIATRIC PATIENT
(Combined with: Paediatric Surgery)
World Ballroom C
Chairs: Stephen Adams (Hamilton) and Carina Chow (Brisbane)

4:00pm  Anorectal anomalies - Paediatric
Susan Adams (Sydney)

4:10pm  Simple fistula management
Christopher Wakeman (Christchurch)

4:20pm  Hirschsprung’s disease - Paediatric
Liz McLeod (Melbourne)

4:30pm  Functional gut
Marc Gladman (Adelaide)

4:40pm  Intestinal malrotation: a transitional disorder
Mark Stringer (Wellington)

4:50pm  Transitioning the IBD patient
Susan Gandaliuk (Louisville, USA)

5:00pm  Discussion

5:30pm - 6:30pm

COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY SECTION ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
World Ballroom C

7:00pm - 10:30pm

SECTION DINNER (TICKETED EVENT)
THURSDAY 9 MAY

7:00am - 8:20am  MASTERCLASS (MC09): HOW TO GET PUBLISHED (TICKETED EVENT)
Lotus Suite 6
Moderators: Frank Frizelle (Christchurch) and Susan Glandiuk (Louisville, USA)

7:30am - 8:30am  ANZTBCRS PROGRAM DIRECTORS MEETING
Lotus Suite 5

8:30am - 10:00am  SOCIAL MEDIA
(Combined with: Women in Surgery, Quality & Safety / Surgical Directors, Rural Surgery, Surgical Education, Trainees Association, Younger Fellows)
World Ballroom A
Chairs: Nazanin Ahmadi (Sydney) and Alex Popadich (Wellington)

8:30am  Strategic use of social media
Heather Logghe (Reno, USA)

8:50am  Use of Twitter in Surgery
David Grayson (Auckland)

9:10am  The art of blogging
Nikki Stamp (Perth)

9:30am  Facebook - social networking for family, friends, physicians (and surgeons!)
Christine Lai (Adelaide)

9:45am  Discussion

10:00am - 10:30am  MORNING TEA - THURSDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

10:30am - 12noon  PLENARY SESSION
DIVERSITY
World Ballroom B

12noon - 12:30pm  THE PRESIDENT'S LECTURE
World Ballroom B

12:30pm - 1:30pm  LUNCH - THURSDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

1:30pm - 2:00pm  KEYNOTE LECTURE
World Ballroom C
Chair: Tarik Sammour (Adelaide)

Can we develop National Quality Indicators?
Professor Ian Bissett (Auckland)
2:00pm - 3:30pm  RESEARCH PAPERS
World Ballroom C
Chair: Susan Galandiuk (Louisville, USA) and Andrew Hill (Auckland)

2:00pm  The Rate of Anastomotic Leak for Right Hemicolectomy During Surgical Training
CR013  Chu Ng (Brisbane)

2:10pm  When to resect? Management of patients with adverse histopathological features post colonoscopic polypectomy
CR014  Gemma Solon (Melbourne)

2:20pm  The predictive and prognostic role of TRAP1, p53 and GLUT1 in Stage IV colon cancer
CR015  Christine Koulis (Malvern)

2:30pm  Is extended prophylaxis post elective colorectal resection still necessary?
CR016  Evie Yeap (Dandenong)

2:40pm  Comparison of bowel dysfunction between colorectal cancer survivors and a non-operative control group.
CR018  Celia Keane (Whangarei)

2:50pm  LeakCheck: The first prospective study to identify peri-operative modifiable risk factors for anastomotic leak in colorectal surgery
3:00pm  Implications of routine random colonic biopsies to diagnose micro-colitis in chronic diarrhoea
3:10pm  Effect of opiate analgesia on post-operative gastrointestinal recovery: Australasian results of the IMAGINE (Ileus Management International) study

3:30pm - 4:00pm  AFTERNOON TEA - THURSDAY
Bangkok Convention Centre A2

4:00pm - 5:30pm  COMPLEX EMERGENCIES
World Ballroom C
Chair: Jesse Fischer (Christchurch) and Sze-Lin Peng (Auckland)

4:00pm  Obstetric trauma
4:15pm  Peri-anal sepsis
4:30pm  The non-trauma laparotomy
4:45pm  Emergency laparotomy and risk prediction
CR021  Andrew Hill (Auckland)

5:00pm  Discussion

5:30pm - 6:30pm  RACS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
World Ballroom C

7:00pm - 11:30pm  CONGRESS DINNER (TICKETED EVENT)
Bangkok Convention Centre B2
POSTER ABSTRACTS

These posters may be viewed on the screens in the Exhibition area. The posters will also be available on the Virtual Congress.

CR066P  Prognostic value of multiple cytokine analysis in colorectal cancer: a systematic review
Ashok Gunawardene (Newtown)

CR051P  Local excision versus radical resection for stage 1 colorectal cancer: long-term outcome from a single centre
Wei-Chieh Lin (Changhua, Taiwan, Taiwan)

CR055P  Neoadjuvant Therapy in Rectal Cancer: How are we choosing?
Georges TINAWI

CR056P  Novel technique for stomal isolation after extensive abdominal wall soft tissue loss
Jacob WALLER (Camperdown)

CR068P  Reduction in hospital admissions with an early CT-scan; results of an outpatient management protocol for uncomplicated acute diverticulitis
Hidde Kroon (Adelaide)

CR082P  The detection of Intestinal Anastomotic Leaks with the Serum C-Reactive Protein Concentration and Computerised Tomography
Yiu Ming Ho (Brighton, UK, United Kingdom (Great Britain))

CR076P  Specimen Shrinkage in Colorectal Surgery - a factor to consider before dividing the specimen
Yiu Ming Ho (Brighton, UK, United Kingdom (Great Britain))

CR048P  Is There a Role For Routine Colonoscopy after Acute Diverticulitis?
Zi Qin Ng (Osborne Park)

CR060P  Palliative pelvic exenterative surgery: a systematic review of patient-centred outcomes
Hidde Kroon (Adelaide)

CR080P  Systematic scoping review of Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) recommendations targeting post-operative ileus and return of gastro-intestinal function after colorectal surgery
Nagendra Dudi-Venkata (Adelaide)

CR062P  Placebo Response Rates in Electrical Nerve Stimulation Trials for Faecal Incontinence and Constipation: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis
Kirin Tan (Wellington)

CR042P  Exploring surgeon preferences regarding laxative use in patients undergoing elective colorectal surgery: an international survey
Nagendra Dudi-Venkata (Adelaide)

CR053P  Log odds of positive lymph nodes is prognostically equivalent to lymph node ratio in colorectal cancer.
Ali BAQAR (Alice Springs)

CR031P  Association between perioperative intraperitoneal local anaesthetic infusions and long-term survival and cancer recurrence after colectomy: follow-up analysis of a previous randomized controlled trial
Wiremu MacFater (Auckland)

CR085P  The impact of renal impairment on the perioperative outcomes of colorectal cancer surgery patients.
Paul McMurrick (Melbourne)

CR052P  Location-based resect and discard strategy for colonoscopy surveillance recommendation.
Benjamin Dobson (Gold Coast)

CR081P  Tailgut cyst as an external perianal lesion - an unusual presentation
Tahiya Amin (Sydney)

CR089P  Too young to be screened: a retrospective analysis of colorectal cancer patients under 60
years in the Wellington region
Fiona BELLAMY

CR028P An atypical case of Crohn colitis in a patient with Adult Onset Stihls Disease
Anantha Narayanan (Wellington)

CR096P "Reuse colitis", a phenomenon after ileostomy reversal?
Anantha Narayanan (Wellington)

CR065P Primary Anastomosis in Complicated Diverticular Disease; A Retrospective Case Series
Devlin Elliott (Miami)

CR041P Disease recurrence following surgery for colorectal cancer: five-year follow up
Brendan Desmond (Mt Cook)

CR078P Systematic review of aspirin in the prevention of adenoma and familial and sporadic colorectal cancer
Angelina DI RE (Newington)

CR075P Segmental dilatation following side-to-side isoperistaltic strictureplasty in Crohn's disease: a note of caution
Brendan Desmond (Mt Cook)

CR086P The impact of surgical procedure on quality of life in colorectal cancer patients
Christine Koulis (Malvern)

CR061P Perineal reconstruction after pelvic exenteration: A single centre experience.
Kai Sheng SAW (Manukau)

CR091P Using patient-derived organoids to predict treatment outcomes in rectal cancer
Paul McMurrick (Melbourne)

CR079P Systematic review on the influence of hypercapnia and hypoxia on the gut microbiome and healing of anastomoses
Samwel Makanyengo (Belmont)

CR087P The importance of microsatellite instability in determining prognosis and decision-making in guiding adjuvant treatment of colon cancer
James Toh (Sydney)

CR074P Sarcopenia, as assessed by psoas cross-sectional area, is predictive of adverse post-operative outcomes in patients undergoing colorectal cancer surgery
Simon Richards (South Perth)

CR044P IMAGINE: Ileus Management International
Cameron WELLS (Parnell)

CR054P Molecular Testing of Colorectal Cancers at Wellington Hospital
Sai Tim Yam (Wellington)

CR030P Appropriateness of Computed Tomography Colonography Request in Wellington Hospital
Sai Tim Yam (Wellington)

CR027P AIN again: Use of radiation treatment in recurrent high grade anal intraepithelial neoplasia - a case series
Lydia Pearson (Newtown)

CR024P A review of the rationale behind patients foregoing adjuvant chemotherapy following colorectal cancer resection
David Flynn (Toowong)

CR084P The impact of laxatives on return of gastro-intestinal function after elective colorectal surgery: a propensity matched case-control study
Nagendra Dudi-Venkata (Adelaide)

CR047P Is there a role for Indocyanine green-enhanced fluorescence to guide colorectal anastomosis?
Kay Tai Choy (Taringa)
| CR025P | Incidence and long-term outcomes of CRC in younger colorectal cancer patients  
Wai Kin Su (Woolloongabba) |
| CR033P | Biofeedback based anal strengthening exercises as a treatment for radiotherapy related faecal incontinence  
Benjamin Scott (Parramatta) |
| CR070P | Reversal rate of Hartmann's procedure in the era of Acute Primary Anastomosis  
Linda Vu (SUBIACO) |
| CR057P | Obstetric anal sphincter injuries: the outcomes and function after subsequent deliveries following assessment in a multidisciplinary clinic  
Kaiyang LIM (Box Hill) |
| CR040P | Diagnostic accuracy of procalcitonin for the early diagnosis of anastomotic leakage after colorectal surgery - a meta-analysis  
Weisi XIA (Auckland) |
| CR034P | Caecal Bascule: a case series of a rare variant of caecal volvulus  
Sia KIM (Berowra) |
| CR093P | Video Vignette of Fistula-tract Laser Closing (FiLaCT) device - a novel technique for sphincter-preserving fistula-in-ano repair - Australia's first pilot study  
Thomas Suhardja (Dandenong) |
| CR088P | The Performance of Trans-Anal Tubes in Preventing Leaks May Depend on the Design of the Tube  
Thomas Morgan (New Lynn) |
| CR059P | Overview of loco-regional recurrence of rectal cancer in a provincial New Zealand general surgical setting  
Minesh Prakash |
| CR090P | Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery - a single centre experience  
Henley Tran (Bonbeach) |
| CR032P | Awareness and Barriers in Participating National Bowel Cancer Screening Program in Australian Chinese  
Chi Fai TSANG (Sydney) |
| CR073P | Sacral nerve stimulation alters distal colonic function in patients with faecal incontinence  
Anthony Lin (Grafton) |
| CR046P | Incidence and risk factors for rest home level care in patients over 65, one year after curative colorectal cancer surgery.  
Joel D'souza (Christchurch) |
| CR037P | Clinicopathological predictors of response to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy for rectal cancer  
Jesse Fischer (Christchurch) |
| CR069P | Reversal of ileostomies - not without risk  
Amos Nepacina LI EW |
| CR017P | Primary closure versus inferior gluteal artery myocutaneous flap reconstruction following abdominal perineal resection. Are flaps really better?  
Lucy Lu (Melbourne) |
| CR083P | The effects of ondansetron on prolonged postoperative ileus in colorectal surgery patients.  
Margaret MANSBRIDGE (Gold Coast) |
| CR049P | Key tenets of leadership in Colorectal Surgery  
Maruthi Narra (Launceston) |
| CR077P | Stapled Mucosectomy Improves Outcomes and Provides Long Term Benefits for Symptomatic Rectal Mucosal Prolapse  
Talbir Singh (Woolloongabba) |

Using Sacral Nerve Modulation to Improve Continence following Low Anterior Resection
Syndrome
Talbir Singh (Woolloongabba)

CR045P Impaired colonic motor patterns after distal colorectal resection and relationship to LARS
Celia Keane (Whangarei)

CR064P Predictors for Successful Non-operative Management of Complicated Diverticulitis
Yi Th'ng SEOW (Maylands)

CR038P Comparing the novel 5-factor Modified Frailty Index (mFI5) versus CR-POSSUM score in predicting morbidity and mortality for elderly patients presenting with colorectal emergencies
Thomas Suhardja (Dandenong)

CR071P Short and Long Course Neoadjuvant Therapy Have Similar Surgical and Oncological Outcomes for Locally Advanced Rectal Cancer: 11 Years of Rectal Cancer Treatment in A Regional Centre
Alexander Ngoo (Townsville)

CR029P Risk factors for prolonged postoperative ileus after colorectal surgery: a systematic review and meta-analysis
Andrea Carolina Quiroga Centeno (Bucaramanga, Colombia)

CR023P Post-operative ileus and peri-operative changes in serum electrolyte concentrations
Cameron WELLS (Parnell)

CR036P A challenging case of Cronkhite-Canada Syndrome
Cameron Douglas (Queens Park)

CR067P Can we predict outcomes of patients with Colorectal cancer with Peritoneal Metastases undergoing Cytoreductive Surgery and Intraperitoneal Chemotherapy? An external validation analysis of prominent prognostic scores
Mathew Kozman (Peakhurst Heights)

CR058P Obstetrics anal sphincter injury (OASI) post vaginal birth after caesarean section (VBAC)
Xiau Wei TAY (Dandenong)